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Objectives and starter

You always wanted to start programming or to take up again your programming 

capabilities left behind some while ago ?

Well, here you can realise this today !

R Statistical programming language ® offers a genuine possibility for doing so since 

this free available tool combines powerful computing with an easy to learn and use 

framework.

R is an open source computer language embedded in a platform. Unlike maybe you 

used before many other languages such as COBOL, Fortran, or even Compiled 

Basic, R simply interprets code line by line and execute these commands in order to 

get powerful results from data ordering, filtering, calculating and obtain graphical 

representation and even in a very smooth and evolved way but remaining rather 

easy, in sharing through a dynamic web application. 

Moreover, R is growing in popularity because many statisticians and actuaries 

make their written code accessible though third party libraries called packages, 

which allows access to a wide variety of state-of-the-art procedures, ready from 

the shelf. The programming environment is available out there and ready for use. 

Figure 1. positioning (R) RStudio®, RShiny ® as programming environment
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This book helps you to get started with practical calculations in the Pension 

Business using R. R Programming code is explained step by step allowing to use the 

(mathematical) basics of pension calculation going from (legal) life tables and 

interest rate structures, over the price of a unit pension, towards the capital value 

of a current pension at any time. 

The latter two concepts, the price today of a future life contingent capital and the 

value of a series of future payments, are the two strong corner stones for pension 

calculations, which will be built up with R programming code.  Although the 

mathematical formulas on themselves are of minor importance next to the way the 

programming results are obtained and despite the fact they will be shown explicitly 

while explaining the coding steps, a basic understanding of these numerical 

statements is somewhere necessary. If you want some additional background 

information on these concepts, this book aligns smoothly with “Actuarial 

Mathematics for Pensions, Basics and Concepts applied to Business”, from the 

same author (ISBN978-90-465-9740-8 - Ed. Wolters Kluwer).

After being able to generate the basic corner stones for pension computing, a 

funding method is introduced as further building block for Pension calculation. The 

results of a classic business funding method for a given pension are calculated by 

programming the actuarial equivalence principle and the extension towards the 

practical yearly calculation mechanism of the pension scheme. This item will 

include the computing of mathematical reserves. 

The next further step is using these basic concepts including the calculation of life 

expectancy in order to build a more advanced application for retirement planning, 

including projecting asset classes and inflation adjusted withdrawals. At this level, 

some advanced calculations and programming techniques such as Monte Carlo 

simulation in R, are used.

Finally this same application of retirement planning in the programming 

environment R will be made available for sharing in the web through the package 

RShiny. This will be shown step by step for easy reproducibility in your other, new R 

applications as that may be the desired outcome for reading and working on the 

content of this book.
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Getting started now

Obtaining R

The first thing to do is setting up R on your computer.  See the Appendix for some 

useful and helping comments on how to set up the R framework.

R is a free software which runs on a wide variety of platforms, Windows, UNIX and 

MacOS. To download R, reference is made to CRAN, “The Comprehensive R Archive 

Network”, which is made available through one of many mirrors.

Installing R for Windows (for a first use) lead to the version R 3.6.1 for Windows at 

the time of publication of this book. This version can run on Windows versions 

(from XP onwards) including 64-bit versions of Windows.  

Although basically R can be launched from this installation (and which remains 

necessary), it is more convenient to use an integrated development environment 

IDE which makes the programming work a lot more easy and comprehensive. 

RStudio®

Such an IDE is RStudio®. See the Appendix for some useful and helping comments 

on how to set up the RStudio® IDE.

On launching RStudio®, the following working environment opens as shown in 

figure 2 :

Figure 2. RStudio® IDE integrated development environment
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On the top of the screen appears a classic menu structure, File, Edit, Code, View, 

Plots… . Take the time to scroll over each of the submenus just to capture the idea 

of actions, but that is sufficient at this stage. Necessary steps will be explained 

further in the book.

Do not worry neither when the screen seems to be missing an area with 

“Untitled1” as shown in figure 2. Navigating to “File” in the menu structure, and 

choosing “New File” and further “R Script” will open this area.

This integrated environment subdivides the screen window now into 4 parts or 

“panes”, each dedicated to a specific display or interaction :  bottom left (1) the 

console area, top left (2) the source code area which allows editing in script mode, 

top right (3) the area for keeping track of the environment in which the work is 

going on as well as the history and connections, and finally bottom right (4) the 

combined area for files management, plots, packages, help and viewer, as shown in 

figure 3.

Figure 3. RStudio® IDE integrated development environment – view on PANES

Each of these panes can be sized by dragging the division lines, or be re-arranged 

with the buttons in the top right corner of the pane, but mostly this standard 

setting will do the job.
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R Console and some first instructions

First thing to notice is the Console (pane bottom left) which is the area in which 

instructions or commands in R language can be coded  for execution. As written 

earlier, R is functionally an interpreter, so lines will be interpreted and executed 

line by line.

Any language requires to respect a certain syntax, i.e. a valid arrangement or order 

of elements to execute, a certain grammar, i.e. the structure of these elements and 

finally the vocabulary, i.e. the inventory of elements which are recognised. 

The purpose of this book is not to give an exhaustive overview for each element in 

each of these three requirements, but merely to start using them in 

comprehensive, specific applications related to pensions, in order to gain the ability 

for continuing to program (simple) applications. In addition, the ambition of gaining 

an exhaustive R-language comprehension is hardly achievable since the R 

Community is producing constantly new evolutions in any directions only bounded 

by creativity and imagination.

But we have to start somewhere!

One of the beautiful dimensions of R and R Studio® is the availability of the “Help” 

function.   Suppose you want to know at any stage some more information on how 

to use (statistical) distributions in R ?

Type in the Console at the prompt “>”  help(distribution)  or  ?distribution :

>?distribution

R will show the available information or a list of possible candidates for further 

exploration in the View Pane (area bottom right) as shown in figure 4:
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Figure 4. RStudio® IDE integrated development environment – view on HELP

Remark that the Pane bottom right has switched from the TAB “File” to the TAB 

“Help”. The same search could be performed starting from the “search function” at 

the top right of this pane. This function searches all of the available R 

documentation in R Studio®/R. Alternatively, Help can also be obtained from 

function key F1.

Suppose you want to know how to generate random numbers from a uniform 

distribution.  R has many built-in functions and yes, also for generating random 

numbers.

Type in the console in a next line at the prompt “>” ?uniform

>?uniform

The View Pane right under will explain that these functions provide information 

about the uniform distribution on the interval from “min” to “max”, “unif” is the 

kernel of the functions, preceded by “d” for the density (dunif), “p” for the 

distribution function (punif), “q” for the quantile function (qunif) and preceded by 

“r” generates uniform random numbers (runif). 

In the same way, these functions can be found for the normal distribution or most 

of the other types of distributions which may be needed. Each of these functions 

can be plotted, as is explained further in the book, but for now let us see the 

random number generation by: runif(n, min = 0, max = 1).
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Remark also that further information on the arguments between the brackets is 

given : “n” is the number of observations, whereas “min” and “max” are the lower  

and upper limits of the generation which both must be finite. 

In Details is explained that when “min” or “max” are not specified they assume the 

default values of 0 and 1 respectively.

Typing in Console on the next line prompt :

>runif()

will lead to an error in runif() : argument "n" is missing, with no default, explaining 

that (each) function requires a certain set of compulsory arguments (such as “n” in 

this case) next to a series of optional arguments (such as “min” and “max” in this 

case).

Typing in Console on the next line prompt :

>runif(1)

will lead to a first random number drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 

and 1

The result of altering the number of random numbers to be drawn to 100 is shown 

in figure 5:

Figure 5. result of runif(100) shown in the Console
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Remark also that each time an instruction in the Console is executed, this 

instruction is “lost” for further execution, and needs to be re-entered for executing 

again. The arrow-keys  “up” (previous) and “down” (next) can be used to toggle in 

the last instructions given in the Console, whereas CTRL+arrow key up provokes a 

popup menu with all the last instructions.

CTRL+c will end a command which is too long running in the Console.

CTRL+l will clear the screen in the Console.

Remark also the number in squared brackets before the enumeration of random 

numbers created. This number in brackets at the beginning of each row gives the 

place in the enumeration of the next following number. So in the figure above, the 

random number “0.86066056” is the 65th number from 100.

All relevant and more statistical functions are present and can be used in the 

instructions, e.g. the function “mean” calculates the arithmetic mean value of a 

series of values (for an explanation, use the ? or help function in the Console),

>mean(runif(100)

And increasing the value of the number of random numbers generated, leads to a 

reduction of the standard deviation :

Figure 6. result of runif(x) with increasing x as shown in the Console
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R script Files

Re-entering instructions in the Console each time these instructions need to be 

executed, is not an efficient way for programming. Lines of code need to be 

reproducible and editable in an easy way without encoding again. This is realised in 

the script file in the top left Pane (2) (see figure 3). A script file is a plain text 

document containing lines of code.

Type following multiple lines of code in the script-file “Untitled1*” :

runif(100)

mean(runif(100))

plot(runif(100))

Navigate in the menu right on top of the screen to “File” and “Save as” the file in 

one of the available directories as “MyFirstScript”,or later on once your file needs 

to be resaved, on the highlighted disc-icon underneath the name.

Figure 7.  coding lines as shown in the Script Pane top left

The script will be saved with an extension .R

Running this script is realised by selecting the lines in the Script Pane by 

“shift”+arrow up or “shift”+arrow down and clicking the button “run” to the right 

underneath the name of the file (with the green arrow pointing to the right).

Alternatively, instead of clicking the button, CTRL+<enter> runs the script as well.
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The script is executed, the executed script is represented in the console (in blue) 

and a graphical output is presented in the Plot area in the Pane bottom right, as 

shown in figure 8.

Figure 8. result of the script as shown in the Console and Plot area

Later on in this book, plots will be discussed in more detail, titles, axis and a legend 

added together with the use of many more options.

Any errors in the script which may occur, will also be shown in the Console (in red) 

which facilitates de-bugging. Code in the script can be corrected, saved and 

executed over again.

It is good practice to provide some information in the form of comments to your 

code, which may be done by the #-sign : everything in the code line behind the #-

sign (in green) will be ignored when executing the code, as shown in Figure 9

Figure 9. illustration of commenting the script in the Script Pane
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Many standards and style prescriptions for programming exists. When working on 

simple standalone own projects, standards and styling is often not that important, 

but may become relevant when the project becomes more important (or increases 

in the number of coded lines) or when more programmers get involved or have to 

take over the coding. 

See the Appendix for some useful and helping comments for a good start on 

programming.

Files, Plots, Packages, Help and Viewer

In the View Pane (3) right under (see figure 3) figures also, next to the TABS “Plots” 

and “Help”, also the TABS “File”, “Packages” and “Viewer”.

The TAB “File”, as shown in Figure 10, allows standard file and directory 

organisation according to the desired specifications. 

An interesting feature is selecting a directory and setting this directory to the 

working directory for your project. This is done in the menu structure just 

underneath the Pane menu, by selecting “More” and in the drop down list “Set As 

Working Directory”. R Studio® will now work with this directory for file-handling.

Figure 10. The View Pane in TAB Files and selecting the working directory

Alternatively, setting the working directory can also be done in the Console with 

following instruction, where R Pensions is the name of the directory :

>setwd("~/R Pensions")
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When needed to know which directory is the current working directory, the 

following instruction can be used in the Console and in response the name of the 

directory will be shown.

>getwd()

Next in the menu, the TAB “Packages” can be found as shown in Figure 11, and 

which opens a complete, fantastic world of re-usable code for the programmer. 

Figure 11. The View Pane in TAB Packages opens a new world of re-usable code

The beauty of using the open source R, is that many actuaries and data scientists 

share their code for use by others through “packages”. A package is an assembly of 

code, data and documentation for earlier solved problems or applications.  R and R 

Studio® allow for loading those packages into the workspace of the current project. 

An overwhelming variety of packages exists already and the probability that your 

current project is not tackled somewhere else in some way or another, is becoming 

smaller when time goes on. 

Packages can be loaded in several ways. Most common place for getting packages 

is CRAN (The Comprehensive R Archive Network, see the appendix of setting up R 

from CRAN for more information) or GitHub. In order to install packages from 

CRAN, an instruction in the code (Console or Script) is sufficient : 

 


